San Carlos Apache Demand Halt to Columbus Project

by Sal Salerno

The Columbus Project (aka Mt. Graham International Observatory) is proceeding with its plan to build a $200 million observatory on San Carlos Apache sacred ground in southeastern Arizona. The San Carlos Apache Tribal Council and the Apache Survival Coalition have demanded an immediate halt to all construction activities, citing violations of four Federal laws protecting human, cultural, and religious rights and freedoms. The Columbus Project observatory is sponsored by the University of Arizona in Tucson, Ohio State University, and the Italian government. The Italian government has guaranteed the financing of a telescope for the Vatican. Project collaborators include Iliac Acrotri Observatory and Germany's Max Planck Institute, which will construct separate telescope installations. Located in Coronado National Forest, adjacent to the San Carlos Apache Indian Reservation, Mt. Graham represents one of the most biologically unique and diverse of mountain ranges in North America, and is home to the endangered Mt. Graham red squirrel. Novelist Tony Hillerman likens the project to the "Israeli government putting a radar tower on top of the Church of the Holy Sepulcher in Jerusalem". In spite of numerous legal and humane violations, promises from Pope John Paul II in his 1987 address to Native Americans in Phoenix "to preserve and keep alive your cultures, your language and customs...", and a resolution passed by the San Carlos Apache Council, a local construction company broke ground in the fall of 1989. They have built a road and begun the process of clearcutting for the proposed site. The history of the Columbus Project has been characterized by astronomers and congressmen ignoring claims of harm by Native Americans. Federal agencies have been pressured to accept hasty and flawed biological studies, the public and judicial review processes have been travesties, and legislation has been passed to exempt the project from environmental laws. Dzil nchaa si Mt. Graham, as Mt. Graham is the birthplace of San Carlos Apache culture. Mt. Graham is identified by Apache traditionalists as the home of the Mountain Spirit Dancers, who taught early Apaches their sacred songs and dances, and where healing herbs and water could be gathered. There are numerous religious shrines on the peaks of Mt. Graham that date back over a thousand years. The Columbus Project threatens to destroy the home of the Crown Dancers and the sacred power of the mountain. Apaches and members of Zuni religious societies continue to voice their concern that sacred sites will be desecrated, interfering with the conduct of their religious ceremonies. The San Carlos Tribal Council passed a resolution in unanimous opposition to the Columbus Project on July 10, 1990. The resolution, in part, states that Dzil nchaa si is of vital importance in maintaining the integrity of Apache culture and tradition, and is essential to the continued practice of physical and spiritual healing by Apache Medicine men and women. Ola Cassidy Davis, Apache Survival chairperson, asks "Why do the University of Arizona, German, and Vatican astronomers violate the rights of Indian people? They would crush what is most sacred to us and our traditional ways...Why do they now destroy the foundations of our spiritual heritage?"

The University of Arizona proudly boasts in its literature that "construction is expected to be well underway by 1992, that such an anniversary of the Italian explorer Christpher Columbus". Michael Schwartz, a member of the Alliance for Cultural Democracy and an opponent of the Columbus Project, points to the Project's subversion of the University's commitment to cultural pluralism. "We must never forget that the Columbus Project was funded with monies pirated from the Sephardic Jews by King Ferdinand and Queen Isabel from the 1492 Edict of Expulsion. It must also be remembered that the 'discovery' of America included the exportation of the inquiry. For the University of Arizona to glorify this discovery by symbolically crowning the mountain, sacred to the San Carlos Apache, with a monument to Columbus, is a clear act of cultural imperialism."

Franklin Stanly, an Apache medicine man, in a letter to the Tempe Daily News dated June 9, 1991, wrote: "If a Vatican telescope is built, the Vatican will celebrate it's telescope's completion next year and mark the shameful continuation of 500 years of cultural genocide against Native Americans." Irene Rude, Science Consultant for the Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany in Washington D.C., responding to the accusation of cultural genocide, wrote "No to repress the German Government with financing a course of destruction by symbolically crowning the mountain, sacred to the San Carlos Apache, with a monument to Columbus, is a clear act of cultural imperialism."

Columbus Commission on the Rocks

by Dan Nicolai

The Federal commission in charge of the "official" celebration of the 500th anniversary of Columbus' first voyage started in 1985 with big plans: a tour of three replicate ships, a scholarship competition, various traveling circuses and, in the most crazed Columbus-philes' minds, a solar sail race to Mars. But only 16 months before the big day, the Christopher Columbus Quincennial Jubilee Commission is in big trouble. Financial scandal, the resignation of the first chairman, and a Congressional inquiry have left the Commission struggling to pay the rent.

A U.S. General Accounting Office audit released in April found that "what should be the 'home stretch' for the Commission has become a rescue operation to salvage whatever benefits are possible in the limited time remaining. The GAO reported that from 1986 to 1990, the Commission raised only $888,700 from private sources, while the actual costs reached $3.3 million, leaving it more than $700,000 in the hole. Much of that money may simply be gone. The GAO found that the Commission "kept four sets of books that contained conflicting financial information."

Despite its inept fundraising, the Quincentenary Commission managed to scrape up more than $1 million from a supportive Administration and Congress during 1986-90. The U.S. House Committee on Post Office and Civil Service was considering whether to throw them another $220,000 this year. The Reagan administration picked up on the Quincentenary celebration as a grand tribute to capitalism, on the level of the downing of the Berlin Wall or the 50th anniversary of SPAM. John Goudie, the Commission's first chair, dubbed Columbus "the world's foremost optimist." Goudie himself, a Miami real estate hustler and Republican fund-raiser, was the Reagan version of the American Dream: a Cuban immigrant who helped break a strike at the Miami Herald, learned his trade during the Houston, TX boom and got out before the bust. But Goudie resigned as chairman last December. Now it looks like his wheeling and dealing are responsible for many of the Commission's financial woes. The Quincentenary Commission has the power to award contracts, but since it was supposed to be financed mostly from non-government sources, it's not bound by Federal regulations or oversight. According to the New York Times, Goudie used his position to award contracts to his business associates, including the publisher of the Commission's official magazine (Five Hundred) and a consultant to the Christopher Columbus Licensing Group, which will make 85% on all "official" souvenirs. Goudie also told NVT reporter Jeff Gerth that he asked for political contributions from people doing business with the Commission. During this time, Goudie's Florida real estate license was revoked for using escrow funds in a campaign, and he failed to file income tax returns. This kind of P.R. is making Chrysler and other sponsors reconsider their donations.

But the most monumental screw-up of the Commission was losing...
Indian Reading Series Available

A new series of classroom reading books, designed to teach both reading and traditional Native American values, is now available. Consisting of 14 books, this 3-year reading series of authentic Indian legends and contemporary stories of interest to all students. An effort is organized to integrate the local Indian culture with public school curriculum, something much needed in schools serving Indian students. Educational experts around the country agree that the series is of high quality. "The materials provide high interest reading and would definitely promote learning for any student," according to the National Indian Education Association.

Information and a complete brochure: Indian Vision, Box 42, Coding Deer, Washington 99116 or call (509) 633-2192.

American Indian Christians Mark Quincentennial

The Council for American Indian Ministry (CAIM) of the United Methodist Board for Homeland Ministries, in response to the upcoming Columbus quincentennial, has issued an education/ action packet entitled "A Quincentenary Sourcebook". Many of the items in this packet duplicate items found in the packet released by the governing board of the National Council of Churches ("A Faithful Response to the 500th Anniversary of the Arrival of Columbus in North America"—see elsewhere in this issue). Items found here that are not in the other packet include copies of the quincentennial resolutions adopted by the Council for American Industry and the U.C. Board for Homeland Ministries, a "History of relations between the U.S. and Native Americans," and an expanded booklet of "worship resources".

To order packets, send $3.00 to: Council for American Indian Ministry, 122 W. Franklin Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55404 or call (612) 870-3679.

CALC Says "Columbus Wasn't First!"

Clergy and Laity Concerned, a national organization with 45 chapters working for peace and justice, is working to publicize the Native American perspective on the Quincentennial, Chapters in Western Oregon, Oregon, Baltimore, Baton Rouge, and national planning for 1992. A booklet of "worship resources" has been issued by the National Indian Law Alliance.

"Enormous tracts of Indigenous lands by Mennonite settlers..."—CAIM

"The U.S. Quincentennial Commission has approved a draft plan for its Columbus Scholars Program which is intended to aid non-Indian farmers. The entire process of creating the Indigenous people destitute and marginalized lands by Mennonite farmers is the same. In other words, this process leads to the elimination of Indigenous culture and values and, most importantly, to the destruction of the collective identity associated with the land/territory. "The place of indigenous culture," or Tetoh, disappears."

"Marilyn Rehnleit, on takeover of Mayno lands by Mamotte's settlers in Peru Quebec"

"To justify assailing the lands of the Sioux Indians was at the end of the last century, the United States government declared that "community property is dangerous to the development of the free labor principle...""—CALC

"A law was promulgated in Chile requiring the Mapuche Indians to divide up their lands and turn themselves into small landowners with no links among them;"

"The dictator Pinocchio explained that the communities were incompatible with the nation's economic progress. The U.S. Congress was right. So was General Pinocchio. From capitalism's point of view, communal cultures that do not separate human beings into one another or from nature are enemy cultures. But the capitalist point of view is not the only one."

"Endless testimonies prove the mild and pacific temperment of the natives. But our work was to exterminate, rapine, kill, mangle, and destroy. In a short time this land which was so great, so powerful and fruitful, was depopulated. My eyes have seen these acts so foreign to human nature, and now I tremble as I write. From 1494 to 1508, over three million people had perished, their houses, their gardens, the mines and the who in future generations will believe this?"

"Bartholomew de Las Casas"

Alliance for Cultural Democracy Contacts

The following regional contact people are members of the Alliance for Cultural Democracy board of directors. They can give you information about the Alliance and its work. You can also write to reach Huracan by telephone to call Ricardo Levine Morales at 612-721-5491.

Bill Fleming
Susan Perlstein
Patricio Chavez
Susan Perlstein
Patricio Chavez
Brooklyn, NY 11215
San Francisco, CA 94110
San Diego, CA 92109
Santa Fe, NM 87506
Minneapolis, MN 55407
Minneapolis, MN 55407
Pawnee, IL 62558

HURACAN: ADO P.O. Box 7591
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55407

HURACAN: THE NAME

"Huracan (now bah kahn) is the name given by the Taino people to the great tropical storms that periodically batter the shores of Borinquen (now Puerto Rico) and other islands. Huracans were unleashed at the whim of the storm goddess, Guanabano. Under her command the other gods were called to make wind and gather the waters in the mountain valleys to make floods. (Europeans later tried to fit Taino be¬ into a Christian mold by invent¬ ing an "evil" Huracan to do battle with the "good" God Yuquitya.)

"The image of the hurricane has also been used to describe the devast¬ ation wrought by colonialism. In all its forms—European and North American armies, or multinational corporations and banks—the colonial onslaught uproots farms and forests, washes away rich soil, and destroys homes, leaving dislocation and poverty in its wake.

"In the face of tropical storms, military invasions, and International Monetary Fund debt repayment schemes, "Huracan" denotes the tur¬ bulence of centuries of unceas¬ ing resistance by the people— na¬ tive, transplanted and transformed—of these battered lands.

"Huracan" is published by the Alliance for Cul­ tural Democracy's Quincentennial Project.

Project Coordinator: Ricardo Levine Morales
Editorial Assistant: Jeff Nygaard
Production and Design: Ricardo Levine Morales, Jeff Nygaard, Rachel Bult, & Raw Sokalsky
Data Entry: Kelly Muldoon, Dan Nicolai, & Marjorie Hoehser
Computer Assistance: Stuart Roson
Desk Publishing: Tod Gray Owl

Many thanks to the people who have supported us with contributions of funds, news, and encourage¬ ment. Special thanks to the Unitarian Universalist Social Concerns Grants Panel for their generous support for publication costs.

HURACAN is an on print on recycled paper.
The Birth of Resistance 500

by John Curl

Oakland's Laney College Forum was host to an Indian delegation from across North America met with environmentalists, educators, artists, media people, and a wide variety of progressive and human rights activists at the 1992 All People's Network Conference on March 25. At the end of deliberations a new coalition emerged, RESISTANCE 500, with a plan of leading coordinated actions for 1992 and beyond.

Over the previous three days, the Indian delegates had gathered at the Native Network Conference at DQ University, the Indian college in Davis, California, just a few hours' drive away. The Native Network Conference, coordinated by the 1992 Bay Area Regional Indian Alliance, was the North American follow-up meeting to last July's continental gathering of indigenous people in Quito, Ecuador. The Quito conference was a flash point of an international movement which has grown quickly since, with one strong base of leadership in Indian South America. Now DQ over 100 North American Indian people were consolidating nine intense months of organizing in their communities.

"The DQ gathering," said Tony Gonzales of the International Indian Treaty Council (IITC) "planned major events on behalf of all those that have gone before us. And it is from this spiritual and inspired position that we will move the agenda for 1992 and beyond, for all the love of our coming generations."

The Native Network conference resolved to:

■ inform the current King of Spain that the replica of the Nina, Pinta and Santa Maria will not receive permission from the Native Nations to land in the western hemisphere unless he apologizes for Columbus and the 1492 international conference incursion 500 years ago and meets certain other conditions, still to be defined.

■ declare and reaffirm October 12, 1992 as International Day of Solidarity with Indigenous People.

■ "encourage legislation that liberalizes border crossings - we do not recognize borders.

■ call on the United Nations to sponsor a conference on 1992 activities for indigenous people;

■ encourage networking with progressive international and environmental organizations;

■ "advocate for treaty rights and the rights of non-treaty indigenous nations;"

■ call on the churches to apologize, to join in the opposition to the 1992 celebration and to support the opposition with resources;

■ send delegates to the Mexico-Centro America regional conference being held this May; and to the signing of the Declaration for Indigenous Peoples Rights in New York.

The Quo and DQ conferences were all-native people meetings, with non-indigenous people present only in the status of observers. The Indian people needed to solidify their own plans and organization before build-

ing a coalition with others. The All People's Network Conference at Laney College the day after DQ was the first jump in expanding the network to non-indigenous allies and organizations. The conference's goal was to form for the first time a real coalition of equals.

The primary Laney conference organizer were the South and Meso-American Indian Information Center (SAIIC), the International Indian Treaty Council (IITC), and the Alliance for Cultural Democracy (ACD). Also sponsoring were the National Chicanan Human Rights Council, the Chasky, and the African People's Revolutionary Party. Also present were over 200 representatives and activists from the environmental movement, education, human rights, and progressive cultural groups.

The conference opened with a ceremony of burning sage, led by June Le Grand, Cherokee, and Ed Burnside, Cree.

"We need to bring out the truths of history and of the present, for the sake of all the unborn generations," Le Grand said. "We've got to educate the educators. Our schools need to teach the facts, not the falsehoods that fill many of their texts today."

Inspired speeches by Oakland Councilmember Wilson Riles, Jr., SAIIC coordinator Nito Cayguyao, and Betty Kano, National Coordinator of ACD, detailed how the invasion of Columbus led to devastation of Native civilizations, and how this oppression continues today.

"After all the destruction and violations of human rights, repression of indigenous people and devastation to the earth," Cayguyao said, "they are trying to impose a 'New World Order', which for us is the same order of oppression we have been suffering under for 500 years. We need to say "no" to the official celebration."

Betsy Kano, artist: "The 500 Years of Resistance challenges us to struggle together against the New World Order and to work together for the future of the planet for the next 500 years."

Riles, a leader in the Bay Area Free South America Movement, proposed that the Quincentennial be a time to celebrate the black power movement and to work together for the future of the planet for the next 500 years.

The Alliance committed itself in 1988 to take part in a quincentennial campaign. The goal of this effort is to counteract the official celebrations of the European conqueror, to provide alternative perspectives, and to provide a link among groups in the community. This coalition complements our ongoing work of helping the untold and suppressed stories of our peoples to be told. We believe that the re-examination of our past will help us to better support each other in the ongoing struggles of today.
“First Encounters”: The Role of the Museum

by Patrick Scully & Daniel Swan

Editor’s note: “First Encounters: Spanish Explorations in the Caribbean and the United States, 1492-1570,” an exhibit developed by the Florida Museum of Natural History, will be appearing at various museums around the country from now through October 1992. The racism and Eurocentric bias that permeates the exhibit has elicited outrage from indigenous activists and others sympathetic to their point of view. Mr. Scully and Mr. Swan, employees of the Science Museum of Minnesota, submitted the following article as one contribution to the debate on the proper role of scientific and scholarly institutions in a just society.

The Science Museum of Minnesota (SMM) will host the exhibit “First Encounters: Spanish Explorations in the Caribbean and the United States, 1492-1570” between May 14, 1992 and September 15, 1992. This exhibit was developed by the Florida Museum of Natural History with funding from the Quincentennial Initiative of the National Endowment for the Humanities. “First Encounters” was conceived and developed by scholars of considerable reputation and stature, and their funding proposal was subjected to peer review by a national panel of academicians and museum professionals.

The fact that this process could produce an exhibit that exemplifies the insensitive and elitist manner in which the Columbus Quincentennial is being observed speaks directly of the current state of scholarly and political affairs in America. As SMM members we are often asked why the museum would host an exhibit that interprets the history of the conquest and exploitation of the western hemisphere from only the perspective of the dominant society. Answers to this question focus on our desire to seize the tremendous opportunity for public education that will be generated by the Quincentennial. An additional, direct result of this decision is the opportunity to address the Eurocentric nature of the staff, programs and audiences of the our institution, and of the museum community in general.

Museums must overcome their perceived role asrepositories for the trophies of colonial conquest and begin to provide a forum for the discussion of controversial issues in science and the humanities. The decision to bring “First Encounters” to the museum, at a time when other institutions have opted to ignore the Quincentennial altogether, demonstrates a commitment by SMM to this philosophy.

The opening of the exhibit at the Florida Museum of Natural History in October 1989 was accompanied by an appropriately critical response from the American Indian community. SMM had ample opportunity to cancel the exhibit, but after much internal staff discussion it was recommended to the Board of Trustees that we stand by our decision to host “First Encounters.” This recommendation was based on the staff’s belief that the museum has a moral responsibility to provide a forum for a multiplicity of perspectives regarding the legacy of genocide and ethnocide that has characterized the exploitation of indigenous societies by colonial interests.

During earlier conversations with the American Indian Advisory Committee to SMM, committee members expressed serious misgivings regarding the exhibit. The committee agreed to follow the judgement of the museum staff on this matter with the firm guarantee that SMM would dedicate adequate resources to develop additional exhibit and program components that present alternative perspectives on the Quincentennial. In the spring of 1991 SMM formed a 1492-1992 public education initiative planning team, including members from the African American, American Indian and Hispanic communities. These individuals deserve tremendous credit for their participation in this effort, largely for their courage in taking a chance on an institution that has limited experience in working with, and for, their communities.

For more information on “First Encounters” or the 1492-1992 planning team, contact: Dan Swan, Science Museum of Minnesota, 30 East 10th Street, St. Paul, MN 55101 or call (612)221-4750.

Sandy Speiler

Conservative Catholics Pushing for Isabella Sainthood

A committee of Catholic clergy and laymen are lobbying the Vatican’s Congregation for the Causes of Saints on behalf of the canonization of Queen Isabella of Spain, the sponsor of Columbus’ voyages to the Americas. According to researcher Kenneth Woodward, the Vatican has more than 1200 candidates for sainthood awaiting consideration, but Isabella has been given priority consideration.

The international committee includes conservative cardinals Archbishop John of Boston and retired Archbishop John Carberry, and Spanish Bishop Alvaro Portillo, head of a Catholic society established during fascist rule in Spain. Isabella is being touted as a saint because she sponsored Columbus’ voyages, and for her promotion of Catholic faith and culture.

In 1492, the year of Columbus’ first voyage, many Sephardic (Spanish) Jews also left for Turkey or Africa, after Queen Isabella and King Ferdinand passed a law forcing them to convert or leave Spain. During the previous hundred years, many Jews and Muslims were persecuted, forced to convert or killed. Isabella and Ferdinand also started the infamous Inquisition, which terrorized, tortured and killed Jews, Moslems and others who questioned official church doctrine. The motivation for canonization is less based on piety, Woodward wrote, than “the fusion of Roman Catholicism and Spanish expansion,” for which Isabella is idolized by some conservative Church leaders.

The Vatican recently held up the canonization process because of protests from European Jews, Moslems and Roman Catholics, but Isabella is still a candidate. Activists in the U.S. Jewish community are suggesting a linkage between the 1992 Spanish celebrations of Columbus’ voyage with remembrances of the Spanish expulsion of Jews the same year. Turkey is planning to commemorate the Ottoman Empire’s welcome of exiled Jews that same year, according to Edward Raphael of American Jewish World. The U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops has not endorsed Isabella’s sainthood. However, the Conference has been supportive of Columbus as a positive figure: a recent pastoral letter recommended a focus on the Quincentennial “to call attention to the crucial role evangelization has played in forming the civilization of our continent.”

NEWSBRIEFS

EDUCATORS AGAINST RACISM AND APARTHEID - sent us a 3-page newsletter published just before last Columbus Day. They are a group of New York City teachers interested in developing student projects to counter the Columbus myth. They have a lot of good ideas, like: having students critique their school textbooks’ chapters on Columbus teaching about Native American culture and history of the period when Columbus “discovered” America; calling on school principals and/or librarians to provide balanced materials on the 500ths; connecting math problems with the legacy of Columbus (for example: There were 5 million American Indians in the land area of the U.S. in the 15th century. There were only 250,000 by the last decade of the 19th century. How many people were eliminated from the Native American population? Was this genocide?); Contact: Educators Against Racism and Apartheid, 116-04 64th Avenue, Jamaica, NY 11432.

COLUMBUS IN THE SCHOOLS - IBM is funding a huge multi-media project on “the life and times of Columbus” for use in the schoolrooms of the USA, according to a Los Angeles Times article reprinted in the June 6, 1991 San Francisco Chronicle. Hollywood film maker Robert Abel, whose special effects team worked on “2001: A Space Odyssey” and “Tron,” has been hired to direct a team of 30 researchers, technicians, and “assembled media geniuses” in developing what is turning out to be the largest educational multi-media project that IBM has yet undertaken. The article states that, in terms of cost, the project “dwarfs” the highly publicized Columbus projects being readied by film, television, and publishing companies. According to the article, the project’s TV, laser-disc, CD ROM, and personal computer technologies portray Columbus as “neither good nor bad. The material is presented and the viewer makes the decisions.” As with much of the supposedly “value-free” curriculum materials in the schools, however, the crucial decisions about how the material is selected, edited, and portrayed is left in the hands of the corporations that produce it. The article goes on to state that “What Columbus did for the flat Earth theory the computer may be doing for the 3 Rs: jumping off.” This despite the fact that the shape of the Earth was well known in Columbus’ day; another myth lives on.

A quote from Abel concludes the piece: “Because of a little Nintendo with a purpose, a meeting of the video-game crowd with the coffee-table crowd.” Perhaps he just forgot to mention “the indigenous crowd.”
TWO RIVERS CULTURAL EXPLOSION

The American Indian Movement and the Minnesota River Environmental Walking Way are hosting the Two Rivers Cultural Explosion from Aug. 30 through Sept. 2, 1991 at Fort Snelling State Park in Minnesota. One of the largest traditional powwow countries in the world will be held to cel- ebrate AIM's 23rd anniversary, and the River Revival will create the Minnesota River Environmental Walking Way as well as sponsoring a one-day conference on environmental threats to the river. Children and youth will be a large part of the event, with their own area, stage, and conference.

Big concerts will occur on each of the three nights of the Explosion. Tickets are $10 in advance, $15 at the gate. No drugs or alcohol will be allowed on the grounds, to volunteer, or for more information, contact: Two Rivers Cultural Explosion, P.O. Box 581669, Minneapolis, MN 55458 or call 612-779-6744.

THIRD CONFERENCE OF INDIGENOUS WOMEN

...is proposed for 1992, to call attention to 500 years of resistance by the indigenous peoples of the Americas.

...is a South American living in -... is developing a resource packet that con-fers on the 1992 conference to purchase satellite time to allow for the presentation of the paper on the subject that is developing creative counter-colonialism projects.

...is a locally-based organization working to establish contact with other groups and organizations working on the Columbus issue. Contact: Counter-Columbus Committee, Global Awareness Project of Northwestern Ontario, 628 Bay St., Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada P7B 1T7.

COLUMBUS VOYAGE

when the ships leave and are scheduled to arrive at ports on the tour. For information about the trip to Guatemala on Oct. 4-13, 1991.

COLUMBUS ENCOUNTER IN THE CARIBBEAN

The project, a part of the Smithsonian's Columbus Quincentenary commemoration, is making every effort to ensure the quality of the production, and is having the Indian voice be heard, the Indigenous Women's Network, along with many native organizations around the world, is developing creative counter-colonialism projects.

COLUMBUS BOOK IN THE WORKS

The Toltec Collective is publishing an anthology of counter-colonialistic works on the upcoming celebrations of Columbus. We are soliciting opinions on the official celebratation. To/tee Collective, Joel Skidmore, Secretary, 202 Edgewood Ave, San Francisco, CA 94117 or call (415) 684-8889.

MONTHLY RADIO PROGRAM FROM WBAI-FM, NEW YORK

Aid on Columbus: Countdown to 1992 is a monthly radio program co-produced by Columbus in Context and the public affairs department of WBAI-FM, the New York affiliate of Pacifica Radio. The program focuses on providing progressive analyses of the issues under consideration, and information about alternative events and organizations, and resources for grassroots activists.

WBAI is currently raising money to purchase satellite time to allow them to broadcast the program nationally. In the meantime, tapes can be purchased for rebroadcast or other educational uses. If you have information about organizations or activities in your area, or if you would like to submit broadcast-quality tapes of lectures, performances, readings, or interviews on topics related to Columbus, contact: Maria Murillo, WBAI-FM, 505 8th Ave., New York, NY 10018.
BOOKSHELF

BH1 COLUMBUS: HIS ENTERPRISE, Hans Rosenberg. 198 pp. paperback, $6.95. This book is an engaging, clearly written narrative of Columbus' voyages and interactions with people he encountered in the Caribbean. Drawing on contemporary sources, Rosenberg chronicles the events that set in place the consequences of the modern colonial era. New preface for educators.

BH2 INDIAN GIVERS: How the Indians of the Americas Transformed the World, Jack Weatherford. 285 pp. paperback, $6.95. This groundbreaking work documents how Native American agriculture, medicine, technologies, and political thought have profoundly shaped today's world.

BH3 OPEN VEINS OF LATIN AMERICA: Five Centuries of the Pillage of a Continent, Eduardo Galeano. 308 pp. paperback, $18.95. Explorations by more than forty authors, activists, and poets of how they creole, think about and imagine their region. This work is a product of an unstable, dispirited Europe. The story is a truly moving, lyrical and tragic account of how the world was shaped by the arrival of Europeans.

BH4 MEMORY OF FIRE, Eduardo Galeano. An epic story of the Americas, told by many voices. With entries for virtually every year from 500 B.C. to the end of the 20th century, the book presents a sweeping narrative of Columbus' journeys and the events that followed. A great introduction to the region.

BH7 THE CONQUEST OF PARADISE, Kirkpatrick, Dale. 426 pp. paperback, $7.95. A revised and expanded edition of Konig's history of the Americas. In this section we are pleased to make available a selection of works that have profoundly shaped today's world.

BH8 THEY CAME BEFORE COLUMBUS, Ivan Van Sertima. 270 pp. hardcover, $12.95. This book explores economic development and trade in Africa before and after the arrival of Europeans, and the impact of the slave trade on African societies.

BH9 HOW EUROPE UNDERDEVELOPED AFRICA, Walter Rodney. 282 pp. paperback, $8.95. This book chronicles the events that set in place the consequences of the modern colonial era. New preface for educators.

BH10 THE CROWN OF COLUMBUS, Michael Davis and Louise Brisch. 382 pp. hardcover, $12.95. "A novel of history, romance and a new beginning." Two bestselling authors team up for a historical novel that pays homage to the discovery of Columbus' lost diary.

BH12 REMAGING AMERICA: the Arts of Social Change, Craig, Olive and Mark O'Brien, editors. 304 pp. paperback, $18.95. Explorations by more than forty artists of how they create, think about and judge their work in relation to community, mass culture and political realities. Foreword by Bernie Johnson Reagan.

POSTERS

Posters are delivered in a sturdy mailing tube.

HP 405 Zapata. The honored leader of Mexico's Indian revolution. Black & white. 24 x 36. $10.95

HP 406 Zapatista. First they came for the Jews and I did not speak out... 24 x 36. $10.95

HP 193 Then They Came. A hard but vital lesson on unity. Red, green and black. 16 x 20. $7.95

HP 192 If You can walk. Popular wisdom from Zimbabwe. Red, green & black on cream. 11 x 17. $3.95

HP 150 Illegal Alien. Immigration in perspective. Black & white. 17 x 22. $5.95

HP 282 We are part of this earth. Blue & red on white. 12 x 23. $5.95

1992 CALENDARS

CH1 366 Days of Black History. An entry for every day covering Black history from around the world. The 366 daily entries have in-depth descriptions of a featured individual or community. 12" x 17" (opens to 12" x 24"). $10.95

CH2 Paintings from Latin America. Includes works by well-known and lesser known (mostly male) painters from throughout Latin America. 13" x 12" (opens to 13" x 24"). $10.95
Our T-shirts are high quality cotton heavyweights. They are all union made except for the rare instances when these are not available. They are all union printed. Be sure to specify what size you want (or we will automatically send you a large). T-shirts come in small, medium, large and extra large.

TH 4 Honor Treaties. Gold on red. $9.95

TH 7 If you don’t stand. Purple on light blue. $9.95

TH 12 Land of Many Voices. Chocolate & cranberry on cream. $11.95

TH 21 Puerto Rico Libre. Red & blue on white. $11.95

TH 28 500 Years. Red & black on cream. $11.95

TH 45 Gracias a la Vida. Red, yellow & blue on white. $11.95

TH 54 Point of View. Green & tan on light blue. $11.95

TH 61 Return to Sender. Gold & black on red, $11.95

MH1 BUTTONS: This 1 3/4" button is a great conversation starter. Black and red on ivory.
1-9 — 75¢ each
10-49 — 55¢ each
50+ — 35¢ each

MH2 STICKERS: Self adhesive paper stickers. Black and red on ivory. 1".
10 — $1.50 50 — $4.50
100 — $8.00 500 — $30.00
1000 — $70.00

MH3 HANGING CLOTH CALENDAR: A year-long antidote to conquest nostalgia. Black, red and brown on off-white fabric. Comes with dowel and string. 16" x 27". $5.95

SHIPPING
Less than $20 add $3.00
$20-40 add 1.5%
$40-60 add 10%
$60-100 add 8%
$100+ add 5%
Double shipping rates to Canada
10% discount for orders of $100-199
15% discount for orders of $200+

Alliance for Cultural Democracy • PO Box 7591 • Minneapolis, MN 55407

ORDER FORM

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE/PROV.
ZIP
PHONE

PAYMENT:

D check or money order  D Mastercard  D VISA
HANG CHECK PAYABLE TO:

NAME ON CARD
CARD NO.
EXP. DATE

PLEASE OBSERVE A $15 MINIMUM ON CREDIT CARD ORDERS

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE.

FAX: MN 6 1/2%, MI 4%, OH, IL, IN, WI 5% (No tax on T-shirts)

Send me _____ more copies of huracan

Rec. Ship _______ Acct. Spec. _______

Shipping & handling
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AN ACTUALITY OF IN THE HEART OF THE BEAST PUPPET AND MASK THEATRE

...is a group of artists, educators, performers, professionals and Atlanta-area residents who will present alternatives for marking the Quincentennial. AQUA projects include: A Bit of Cheese, and The Beloved Earth video with modern perspectives on Columbus’ voyage; a Ceremonial Space constructed for storytelling and performances; Kindred Blood, a dance, drumming, storytelling piece on cultural similarities between Africans and Native Americans; other multimedia and performance pieces, a video/film festival, publications, etc.

AQUA is also planning a symposium to address the issues of curriculum and education about the Columbus landing, European colonization, and indigenous cultures. The tentative date is for one or two Saturday sessions, with workshops on curricular and classroom issues, in the Spring of 1992 at Georgia State University. FFI contact: AQUA, c/o Sandy Conley, 765 Myrtle St. NE, Atlanta, GA 30308.

NEW FILM ON WOUNDED KNEE AVAILABLE

Ghost Dance, a 10 minute film commemorating the 100th anniversary of the Wounded Knee Massacre, was recently named Best Poetry Documentary at the National Poetry Film Festival in San Francisco. Filmed on location in South Dakota, the film uses the words of poets woven together with images from paintings and drawings, inspired by the massacre and its aftermath, to convey despair as well as to offer insight and hope. The film was produced by Unity Productions, which specializes in films dealing with the history and culture of the Great Plains. Available in 16mm film and on VHS videotape. Contact: Unity Productions, Christine Crane or Tim Sward, 7400 SW 70th St., Abero, DM 57401 or call (605) 225-2559.

IN THE HEART OF THE BEAST PUPPET AND MASK THEATRE

...will be taking the occasion of the 500th anniversary of Columbus’ arrival on the continent to examine and recognize how this event changed the land forever. HOTB and CHIRP, the Continental Historical Reclamation Project, are involving people from a variety of cultures to explore the implications of this event. In the past two years, HOTB has presented several events to the community. The Roger’s Tale, the story of Columbus remembered by skeletons, from the perspective of Bartolome de las Casas; Tales from the Aftermath 1492-1992, a series of new works that viewed the quincentennial from a variety of cultural perspectives; Discover America, a school show; Return to Turtle Island, South Minne­apo­lis’ annual May Day parade and festival; and, Continental Historical Residencies for schools and communities.

For 1991-1992, HOTB will be continuing to present Discover America and, in addition will be presenting The Circle of 500 Travelling Historical Extranagucnza, plus Continent­al Cultural Historical Residencies, all in their traditional form of puppets, masks, poetry, movement, and song. For more information, contact: In the Heart of the Beast Puppet and Mask Theatre, 1500 E. Lake St., Minneapolis, MN 55404 or call (612) 721-2535.

TWO RIVERS NATIVE FILM AND VIDEO FESTIVAL

The Minneapolis American Indian Center will host the Two Rivers Film and Video Festival, September 9-13, 1991. The films and videos shown will be drawn from entries in four categories, entitled Mother Earth/Father Sky, Veil of Time, We Are Sovereign, and Walking in Beauty. In addition to presenting films and video to the public and choosing nine winners in three categories, the festival will also be offering workshops and forums for Native film and video-makers.

All entries must be postmarked or shipped by August 24, 1991. For further information, contact: Gordon Ringquist, Festival Coordinator, Two Rivers Film Festival, 808 E. Franklin Avenue, Suite 7L, Minneapolis, MN 55404 or call (612) 871-3141.

VIDEO DOCUMENTARY AVAILABLE FOR 1992

An hour-long video documentary on the representation of history and the performance of ethnicity in one of America’s oldest community theatrical celebrations will soon be available for rental and purchase from Quotidian Independent Documentary Research. Following three young people through the cycle of the Santa Fe Fiesta, from the planning stages through the Fiesta itself, the documentary examines how complex interethnic relations are negotiated in a multicultural North American community and how the history of the Fiesta is renewed in the present through participation in public celebratory rituals.

Produced and directed by Alliance for Cultural Democracy board member Jeanette DeBouzek, the documentary focuses on issues of mestizaje and the formation of Spanish-American identity, on the ongoing impact of “cultures of conquest” on Native peoples and the difficulties of creating alternative local histories, and on the more recent problems of tourism and Anglo-American cultural hegemony in the Southwest. Contact: Quotidian Independent Documentary Research, P.O. Box 14647, Santa Fe, NM 87505 or call (505) 983-9641.

SEEKING PERFORMANCE WORKS

The Science Museum of Minnesota is planning a wide range of live programming for its quincentenary exhibit. They have as yet no title for the exhibit. Suggestions have ranged from From the Heart of Turtle Island to 1492: The Big Lie, the Truth. The Science Museum is currently seeking out performance works (dance, theatre, music, performance art). If you know of work that may be of interest, please contact: Patrick Scully, Science Museum of Minnesota, 30 E 10th Street, St. Paul, MN 55101 or call (612) 221-9482 (call collect).

SYRACUSE CULTURAL WORKERS

...are producing a series of resources presenting the Native American perspective on the Quin­centenary. Projects planned are: a 1992 calendar with Native American images combined with dates which show the Americas’ flourishing pre-1492 cultures; a 2-color poster by artist Jan Peterson; notecards with quotes from Native leaders and photos by Jan Phillips; and refrigerator magnets and posters. They are seeking loans and/ or contributions to the effort. FFI contact: Syracuse Cultural Workers, P.O. Box 4367, Syracuse, NY 13217.

UNDERGROUND RAILWAY THEATRE

...will this fall be producing a new play for school and family audiences, called “The Discovery of Columbus.” Mayor E. Meanwell is given the task of putting together a pageant for the quincentennial of Columbus’ landing in the Caribbean. As he investigates, he finds that many of the facts and tales surrounding the story are not as he thought they were.

Using a mixture of actors, audience participation, live music and various styles of pupperty, “The Discovery of Columbus” will be available for touring beginning in the fall of 1991.

Coming in 1992, URT will be producing “The Christopher Columbus Folies: A Eco-Cabaret”. Columbus returns to the Americas in the year 2092, where he is met by an American Indian guide and rediscovers the America which has by this time “felt the full benefit of his legacy”. For more information, contact: Underground Railway Theatre, 41 Foster St., Arlington, MA 02174 or call (617) 643-4916.
THE ALLIANCE FOR CULTURAL DEMOCRACY
...is creating an illustrated handbook, How To '92, which is a description of cultural tactics with which to repossess the history of the last 500 years, with a focus on Native American activism. The comic-book format guide, to be published in Fall 1991, is designed as a resource for grassroots resistance and education projects related to the Quincentennial. Part of the guide will be a pull-out map and calendar with suggested concerted national activism issues.

The 32-page booklet will eventually be available for $2, with a discount on bulk orders for distribution. To order, contact: Lucy Lppard, 158 Prince St., New York, NY 10012.

BEEDAUDJIMOWIN
...is a Toronto, Canada publication subtitled, "A Voice for First Nations." Thorough coverage of news & events relating to Canadian Native people. The Spring 1991 issue includes sections on AIDS and Native people, several book reviews, a review of a project of the Artists' Environmental Forum, and an article on Australian aboriginal people. Subscription to the quarterly is $15 U.S., $10 Canada. Contact: Beedaudjimowin, 243 Rossevilles Ave., Toronto, Ontario M4R 2W9.

EL SEMBRADOR
...is the title of a Spanish & English publication of EL Partido Nacional de La Raza Unida, a Chicano Mexican nationalist group. The Spring 1991 issue includes a description of the National, an interview of the director of the organization, and a news story on a recent tour that they will be presenting beginning this fall. Starting in the southwest U.S., the tour will begin with universities and community colleges, aiming especially at Chicano Studies Departments. The tour is entitled, "Five Hundred Years of Colonization and Resistance in Indio-America." Presentations will be two hours long, with a question and answer session, and will operate on a sliding donation scale to cover travel expenses. The issue also has a well-reasoned editorial condemnation of the Persian Gulf war, and plans for a campaign against human rights abuses by the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service (La Migra). For information on the tour, or to subscribe, send letter c/o EL SEMBRADOR, 1530 E Franklin Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55404.

INDIGENOUS THOUGHT
...was started this January by a group called Agriculture and Human Values, and is a newsletter & newsletter to Link Counter-Columbus Quincentenary Activities." Mostly national in scope, it's a good source for other organizations involved in activism, direct action, conferences and so on relating to the Quincentennial. It also contains book reviews and some original analysis, mostly in the area of cultural imperialism.

Their first issue includes article and photos about protests, and two arrests, at the University of Florida Museum of Natural History, where the "First Encounters" exhibit was being shown. That exhibit is coming to the Science Museum of Minnesota (see article this issue). Such protests are causing the National Endowment for Humanities to back off funding Quincentennial events (see a source for more information on this issue). Subscriptions are $10 U.S., $15 international. Contact: Jan Elliott, Editor, Indigenous Thought c/o CDI, 6602 SW 13th Street, Gainesville, FL 32608 or call (904)978-3246.

REPORT ON THE AMERICAS
The North American Congress on Latin America, an organization set up "to research the political economy of the Americas," publishes Report on the Americas, which is the definitive source on the subject. The six issues published in 1991 will focus on the Americas, with the 500th anniversary of Columbus' arrival being reflected in the last 50 years in America.

The first issue, published in February 1991, was entitled Inviting America 1492-1992. The April issue focuses on the proposed "Free Trade Agreement" in Mexico and its effects on the Mexican and U.S. economies. Subsequent issues will include the titles The Ecology of the Americas, The People of the Americas, and African Peoples of the Americas.

Ordering 5 or more copies of any Quincentenary Report entitles you to a 40% discount. Subscriptions are $22/ year (6 issues). Send to: MACLA, Report on the Americas, 475 Riverside Dr., Suite 434, New York, NY 10113 or call (212)207-3146.

NATIVE NATIONS
This monthly publication covers news, mostly analysis and features of interest to mainly U.S. Native Americans, with some information from the American and Canadian. The latest 32-page issue included, as did several periodicals reviewed this Spring, articles on the Persian Gulf war from a Native perspective, including a censored photo of an Iraqi victim of U.S. rampage, and a study showing that more American Indians are enlisted in the military, as a percentage of population, than any other ethnic group.

Also has an article entitled, "What 1992 Means to American Indians," by Jose Barreiro with interviews of U.S. Indian leaders. Published by the Solidarity Foundation, a non-profit research, educational and networking organization. Subscriptions are $20/year. Contact: Native Nations, P.O. Box 1201, Radio City Station, New York, NY 10101-1201 or call (212)65-5731.

NORTHEAST INDIAN QUARTERLY
has published a three-volume series on American Indian contributions to world civilization, including A View from the Shore, about "the relevance as felt and perceived by the indigenous peoples of the Americas, while exploring the effects and impact of the 500 year celebration on contemporary Indian identity." The other publications include a series on the National Indian Roots of American Democracy, the influence of Iroquois law on the draft of the U.S. Constitution; and Indian Corn of the Americas - Gift to the World, on the importance of corn to American Indian agriculture, society and cosmology. Each is available for $12 including postage, and a subscription the NEIQJ is $15/year, from NORTHEAST INDIAN QUARTERLY, 400 Calverd Hall, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853 or call (607)255-4308.

RETHINKING SCHOOLS
...is an "urban education journal" published by classroom teachers and educators in the Milwaukee area. The 20-page issue we saw was heavy on teachers' perspectives on the War in the Gulf, how students react to war, including drawings, etc. The issue also had a great section on teaching about work, ethnic and multicultural studies programs, and an article on problems confronting Mexican teachers and their organizing efforts. In the issue they sent us, the journal is beginning a column on the Columbia Business School. This column features a kids' letter to Wisconsin Senator Robert Kasten. They seem to be on top of a lot of resources for progressive education strategies and multiculturalism. 1 year subscription is $10, includes notification of discussion circles. Also accepts submissions on education and school reform. Rethinking Schools is publishing a resource guide for teachers, school districts, universities and community groups. Includes review of children's books on Columb, teaching strategies on America, and Native American perspectives. This special issue, Rethinking Columbus, will be available September 1991, with a special rate for bulk orders.

Contact: Rethinking Schools, 1001 E. Keefe Avenue, Milwaukee, WI 53217 or call (414)646-7446.

SOUTH & MEXICANAMERICAN INDIAN INFORMATION CENTER
SAIC is one of the organizers of the All Peoples Network Conference and Native Network Conference in the Bay Area, reported on by John Curl in this issue of haracan, and they publish a quarterly newsletter. SAIC has a Spanish-language version of this newsletter, plus they do multimedia public presentations, send out human rights action bulletins, run other programs for Indian activists, and have a resource library. It's a good source for indigenous peoples' issues, environmental and human rights struggles in five areas: Amazon, Southern Cone, Andes, Meso America, and North America. Their sources, especially in South and Central America, are very grassroots-oriented and detailed. This is also a good source for indigenous peoples' conferences relating to cultural democracy and the Quincentennial. Individual subscriptions is $15, and is free to Indian organizations in South & Meso America. Also available is the guide: Amazonia - Voices of the Rain Forest, A Resource and Action Guide, by the Quito Resolutions from the 1990 conference on 500 years of Indian resistance. $5. Contact: SAIC, P.O. Box 28703, Oakland, CA 94646.

THE CIRCLE
...is a monthly paper, published by the American Indian Center in Minneapolis, combining local and global news and analysis with features, humor, event and pow-wow updates, and even monthly horoscopes. Winner of the Native American Journalists Association 1st Place Award for general excellence this year, The Circle offers a rich source of information and intelligent commentary about the going-on in Indian country.

This is a valuable source of news in a community well-covered by mainstream publications. Of particular interest to readers of haracan is the new column "Views From the Shore," a column featuring questions, comments, essays, poetry, artwork, information, or comics relating to the 500th anniversary of Columbus' arrival on these shores. "Views From the Shore" has called for readers to submit pieces; if they use your stuff, you get a free subscription to this exceptional paper. Contact: The Circle, 1530 Franklin Avenue, Minneapolis, MN 55404.

INDIGENOUS WOMAN
...is a magazine and information and stories combine to make a vivid new magazine in Indigenous Woman, a publication of the Indigenous Women's Network. This is a rich combination of calls to action and solidarity; news of events in Indian country, including Latin America; analysis of news stories like that of Norma Jean Croy, serving a life sentence in California for defending herself against a racist attack by police in 1978; commentary; art; and poetry. This is a promising, and needed, new publication. Contact: Indigenous Woman's Network, P.O. Box 174, Lake Elmo, MN 55042.
Two Columbus movies out in 1992

Two major studios plan to produce movies about Christopher Columbus to be released next year, according to the St. Paul Pioneer Press. The producers of both started working independently, and are expected to compete with each other.

Alex Salkind's "Christopher Columbus: The Discovery" has been in the works for three years, and plans for TV spinoffs and merchandising are being made, according to St. Paul Pioneer Press writer Bill Diehl. Alain Goldman, who was supposed to direct Salkind's film, is making a competing "Christopher Columbus" for John DePardieu. The cost of both will be in the $40-50 million range.

Salkind's movie, Diehl writes, will be an adventure epic "culminating with the Columbus discovery of the New World". The Goldman version is a biographical drama with a tragic ending.

Quincentennial action packet available from National Council of Churches

In May of 1990, the Governing Board of the National Council of the Churches of Christ in the USA (NCCC) adopted a resolution entitled "A Faithful Response to the 500th Anniversary of the Arrival of Christopher Columbus". The resolution points out the significance of 1492 to people of the Christian faith in these words: "For the Church, this is not a time for celebration but for a committed plan of action ensuring that this moment in history not contribute to the painful aspects of the American history of racism."

The Racial Justice Working Group of the NCCC has published a study/action packet based on the sentiment expressed above. Entitled "Responding Faithfully to the Quincentennial", the packet includes the May 1990 Quincentennial resolution of the NCCC; the Quincentennial Declaration of the Conti­ental Meeting of Indigenous Peoples; a 13-page listing of organizations around the world that are planning both "official" and "alternative" commemorations of the Quincentennial; a review, by Cherokee activist Jan Elliot, of a museum exhibit entitled "First Encounters: Spanish Explorations in the Caribbean and the United States, 1492-1570"; a reprint of a background paper for the Continental, which analyzes implications for Racism in America, entitled "Blacks, Indigenous People and the Churches - 1492 - starring Gay Pain, Beginning the Hope"; an article, by, plus an interview with, George Tinker of the Osage nation; a set of bookmarks with 1492-1992 quotations; a short listing of significant dates from 1492-1660; a suggested reading on Columbus for use in a congregational setting; a short, but useful, bibliography; a list of 25 suggested "Action Suggestions" for work around the quincentennial; and action materials. The guide is $9.00 each; or less if you order 10 or more. For more information, or to order: Racial Justice Working Group/1992, The Racial Justice Unit, 727 West 122nd Drive, New York, NY 10115 (make checks payable to NCCC, earmarked "RJWQ").

GAY AND LESBIAN MARCH DELAYED

150 Gay and Lesbian leaders from around the country decided this past May to hold a national march on Washington, DC in 1992, rather than in 1991, as earlier planned. The march was changed to give organizers more time to plan the event, and was driven by a sudden reluctance on the part of several religious leaders to support a "gay pride" event. The march is now expected to be held on Labor Day in 1992.

Columbus Commission...from page 1

Tecaso's money, or the case of the missing caravels. Spain (the country) agreed to build replicas of the Nina, the Pinta, the Santa Maria. The National Endowment for the Humanities would fund anything related to the Quincentennial. In the past five years, the NEH awarded more than $1.8 million outright to the Centennial. The NEH was split over control of the project. Last Sept., however, Texaco suspended a $1.8 million outright to such projects, which was to go to the Commission.

MIXED BLOOD THEATRE

...has received a $236,000 grant from the Northwest Areas Foundation to produce a community-based work on the arrival of Columbus and other European Indian history and culture. Most of the grant will go to "Sink the Ships", which will premiere in Fall 1992. The West Bank, Minneapolis theater plans to produce an American play that will be performed in Native American and to perform free of charge for schools; a tour of outstate Minnesota is possible...

from the Minneapolis Star Tribune

EXPULSION 1492

is an international conference dedicated to the expulsion of the Jews from Spain in 1492. It will explore the consequences and modern significance of the expulsion and repression of Sephardic jewry under the Inquisition. For more information, contact: The Sephardic Educational Center, 4505 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 403, Los Angeles, CA 90048 or call (213) 653-7265.

"Once we got far enough down the road, I started thinking about the experience. We should have had such a system in place when the white guys first got here,"

Chris Columbus would have had to declare that he was not carrying any arms, weapons, or diseases. Every other white man would have had to do the same thing. It sure would be a different country if we had invented Columbus...

...An interview, reflecting on going through U.S. Customs

Treaty Rights Opponents Oppose New Indian Curriculum

Members of an anti-treaty rights group, the American Indian Rights and Resources (PAR), have begun organizing against the new Wisconsin law that mandates the teaching of American Indian history and culture. The group has threatened to picket schools in the fall. The chairman of PAR, Larry Peterson, was quoted in the Milwaukee Journal as saying, "I will park my car at the principal's desk." The vice-chairperson, Chuck Vailiere, said, "Teaching culture to children is something to be done in your home." The Wisconsin law takes effect September 1, 1991.

The Longest Walk 1992

...is a spiritual journey being planned by a group of Native Americans to commemorate 500 years of genocide and slavery. The main walk will begin January 1, 1992 at Alcatraz Island, San Francisco, and end October 7-10 in Washington, DC at the Native American Spiritual Conference. Other walks will start in Wounded Knee in South Dakota, meet the main walk in Leavenworth, KS in June; and Minneapolis, MN in May, meeting the main walk in St. Louis, MO in July. The project, first announced from Seminole, FL in April to Charlotte, WV in July. For more information and a schedule contact: Gyngi Sheneukwu, P.O. Box 967, Kyosumovi, AZ 86039. Or contact: Skip Mahonk, International Indian Treaty Council, 710 Gayton, San Francisco, CA, phone: (415) 546-7731.

COLUMBUS ENSHRINED

Up until the weekend of June 22, 1991, you could pay your parking tickets, go to jail, and commemorate the notorious explorer all in one trip to the Hennepin County Government Center in Minneapolis. Sponsored by the Italian-American Organizations of Minnesota and the Columbus Quincentennial Commission, the show, entitled "Columbus the Discoverer", emphasized Columbus' life and adventures with nary a mention of native people or reparations. Sammy Watso, director of the Two Rivers Gallery at the Minneapolis American Indian Center in Minneapolis, said: "The Hennepin County Board of Commissioners pointed out that the board had earlier turned down a request by a pro-Columbus exhibit. Sammy Watso pointed out the need for education to make the glorification of Columbus equally unacceptable." To help make the point, Watso distributed fliers in the corridor that told of other details of Columbus' life, portraying Christopher Columbus as "a unique opportunity for the private sector to band together in support of a cause which is non-trivial, non-trivially and universally appealing."

More recent official and non­

official partnerships, like the nuclear weapons industry and HUD under President Reagan, have been similarly disastrous for the people of North America. Maybe the virtual collapse of the Quincentennial Commission is the best commemoration of all.
San Carlos Apache... from page 1

cultural genocide is unacceptable. This language abusing and belittles genocides performed throughout history; by the Nazis, recently by Saddam Hussein, and regrettably by many others."

The status and economic benefits which the proposed observatory will supposedly bring to the University of Arizona have blinded the University’s Board of Regents and their Congressional constituents to alternatives which enable the Vatican to be a new dialogue with science which the new observatory symbolizes. The Vatican's study of the heavens dates back to Pope Leo XIII, who founded an observatory in 1891 in response to critics who never forgave the church for forcing Galileo to deny that the Earth revolves around the sun. The Reverend George Coyne, director of the Vatican Observatory which consists of researchers in Italy and the University of Arizona, acknowledges that the Vatican telescope will be the first to be placed atop Mt. Graham. Michael D'Amico, an environmental activist, feels that the Vatican is "...about to make as big a mistake with Mt. Graham as they did with Galileo."

The Smithsonian Institution, the University of Arizona’s longtime partner in the project, has withdrawn its support from the Columbus Project in response to mounting criticism. The Smithsonian has chosen Hawaii as its site for their observatory. The San Carlos Apaches have added it’s voice to the chorus of criticism opposing the Columbus Project. Numerous environmental and grassroots organizations continue in their support of the San Carlos Apache's struggle to retain their sacred land.

Accusations of cultural genocide and news of the mounting protest have reached the Federal Minister for Research and Technology in Germany, who will decide how much money is given to the Max Planck Institute. Readers are encouraged to send letters protesting the planned observatory to:


Italy: Pope John Paul II, Phone 011 39 6 98 5266 or c/o Archishop Agostino Cacciavillan, Apostolic Nuncia Ture, 339 Massachusetts Ave. NW, Washington, D.C. 20008.

Univ. of Arizona: Dr. Manuel Pacheco, President, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, (202) 621-1514.

To Support or Request Information, contact: Apache Survival Coalition, P.O. Box 11814, Tucson, AZ 85734.

Sal Salerno is a member of the Italians/Sicilians Against Columbus Committee.

FIRST PEOPLE'S GATHERING HELD

Hundreds of native people from across the Americas gathered outside Winnipeg, Canada June 20-24 for the first of five International First People's Gatherings planned to take place before October 12, 1992. Organizers shared diverse experiences, from Navajo legal issues, to the Mohawk Indian standoff last summer, to a strike in Ecuador that immobilized the city of Quito last year. Discussion sessions addressed a variety of important native issues, including: sovereignty; land claims; accountability in leadership; decolonization; family and community; business and economic development; a forum hosted by the Aboriginal Writer's Association of Manitoba; and a 500 years quincentenary. Participants shared one another's strength and wisdom, leaving to bring tidings and strategies back to their own communities.

The next gathering will be held in Grande Cache, Alberta, the homeland of the Rocky Mountain Cree, August 12-18.

PROGRESS IN PELTIER CASE

The same judge who denied Leonard Peltier a new trial in 1976 has now written a letter encouraging President Bush to commute the sentence of the Indian activist. Judge Gerald Heaney of Duluth, MN, now states that, "We as a nation must treat Native Americans more fairly. Favorable action by the President in the Leonard Peltier case would be an important step in this regard."

According to an article in the Mpls. Star Tribune (7/4/91) Heaney's letter was written at the request of Sen. Daniel Inouye, chair of the Senate Select Committee on Indian Affairs, who has been trying to meet with President Bush to discuss the case of Peltier. Despite the fact that the murder convictions against Peltier, for the shootings of two FBI agents at Wounded Knee in 1975, were obtained using highly questionable evidence and "improper" legal maneuvers, Judge Heaney continues to deny that a new trial is justified in the case.

The letter stops short of calling for the full pardon that is due Peltier. Nonetheless, the fact that the judge, in his letter, gives the president等诸多 reasons for considering the commutation of his two life sentences led Peltier to remark, "It should do some good. I have a lot more optimism."

The universal dollar sign ($) can be attributed to the mission of Columbus. It was a symbol imprinted on all Spanish treasures coming from the Spanish-American colonies. It represented the "$" for Spain, and the two vertical crossing bars || for the gold and silver treasures that were claimed by Spain. From the official newsletter of the Louisiana Quincentennial Commission.

THE FATHER OF DOLLARS

"What is important is what the sun is saying. It's important what the trees are saying, what the grass is saying, what the clver is saying, what the birds are saying, what those wonderful soaring birds in the sky are saying... Because they are the missing element of community and we have been talking about the Earth and dealing with the Earth as a collection of objects and that's a disgrace."

Thomas Berry

"What Columbus did to the astrotropos of the bananas, Cortes did to the Aztectos of Mexico, Pizarro to the Incas of Peru, and the English settlers of Virginia to the Powhatans and the Puebloans..."

Howard Zinn

In an attempt to reverse former government policies that were geared toward assimilation of indigenous peoples by suppressing their languages, the Native American Languages Act was passed by the 101st Congress last October. It includes provisions designed to encourage the use of Native American languages as a medium of instruction, and to affirm the right of Native governing bodies to conduct their business in their own languages. In an ironic twist, the law requires that proficiency in Native languages be given academic recognition to fulfill foreign language entrance or degree requirements at all institutions of elementary, secondary, or higher education.

Indian Report

"The expeditions to America by Columbus were very important events in history because they opened lines of communication between Europe and America. Columbus was their discovery of America, the white man's invasion of America."

"But what about those of us who are not of Indian blood? I think our civilization has not yet made it's peace with this continent; we are in it but not yet of it. We are not yet indigenous. To become indigenous people, European-Americans must first make our peace with history and with the Indian people. What has been lost in the European-American version of liberty, to community. We have gained mobility but have paid the price of rootlessness. The Indians' struggle for control of their communities can light the way."
A lot of water has gone by the prow since John Goudie, the chairman of the U.S. Quincentenary Jubilee Commission, invited corporations to join in celebrating “that first great entrepreneur, Christopher Columbus.” At that time, he promised a commemoration “that is uncontroversial and universally appealing.” Since then, Goudie has resigned in disgrace (see story, p. 1), and the commission has been unable to raise funds or provide leadership to local commissions. When the major media take an interest in the quincentennial (which the print media are increasingly doing as 1992 nears) they now invariably cover the story as a controversy.

In many parts of the U.S., opponents of the Columbus love-fest are more active and visible than the official boosters. Increasingly, local groups have been forming city-wide and regional coalitions to coordinate counter-quincentennial efforts. In some cases, these groupings represent new relationships that may continue beyond 1992.

During the coming year, the corporate and governmental heirs of Columbus will pull out all the stops in their campaign: two feature films; exhibits; re-enactments; ad campaigns; TV shows; the re-naming of roads, parks, and landmarks; a major assault on schoolchildren; parades; and, if they can pull it off, the launching of a fleet of spaceships to Mars, the marriage of the Statue of Liberty with one of Columbus, a commemorative postage stamp, and the extension of honorary citizenship to Columbus. Other governments will also be on the band-caravel, most notably Spain, which hopes to cash in on the change of the century and protest by those who don’t identify with the project of enslavement and conquest with which Columbus is associated. The cancellation by many museums of the “First Encounters” exhibit (see article this issue) are a good example of the effectiveness of early protests.

Some plans, like the “Columbus Project” observatory (see story, p. 1), are even more sinister, combining as they do the reverence of Columbus with an extension of his assault on Indian lands and independence. In fact, the quincentennial is taking place in the context of a continuing assault on Indian land rights and religious freedoms. From James Bay to Amazonia, governments are acting as the enforcers for mining, energy, and agribiz corporations.

The United Nations “Decade for the Eradication of Colonialism” is unfolding in the shadow of the recently proclaimed “New World Order.” Under this “order,” the old colonial powers pool their military and economic might to enforce strict obedience from their former and current colonies. In this way they can ensure the continued flow of wealth from the Third World which has been the fuel of Western development since the days of the gold caravels and slave ships.

A New World Order requires Old World thinking. It is in this context that Columbus’ intellectual defenders have gone on the offensive. The historical record makes it very difficult to defend Columbus’ enterprise directly. Instead, they attack his critics as conspiring to destroy “Western Civilization”. According to their scenario, these “politically correct” conspirators have infiltrated the universities, where they seek to “stifle debate” by urging that the debate include people of color. Columbus is being attacked, we’re told, for bringing the seed of civilization to these savage shores. While these arguments are intellectually ludicrous, they nevertheless have support in the media (with articles appearing recently in Harper’s, The Atlantic, The New Republic, Newsweek, and Time, among others) and right-wing think tanks.

The memories being released by the anniversary of the conquest will not return to the bottle after October, 1992. The issues raised by the quincentennial speak to the human condition: How do diverse peoples live together on a small planet in a mutually respectful and sustainable way? Columbus’ landfall was not an historically isolated event, but the real start of the “New World Order” that George Bush has inherited. In the same way, today’s quincentennial campaign should be seen as part of the process of bringing an end to the Age of Colonialism. As a Salvadoran brother pointed out at the Alliance for Cultural Democracy conference last November, the first order of business is to stop the wounding that is going on today. Only when the wounding has stopped can the healing begin.